New Ideas For Old Buildings project focuses on improving public property management to help municipalities increase the real estate occupancy by public participation.

The project gathers **7 small and medium sized towns from 6 countries** from the Baltic to the Balkans (Latvia, Germany, Slovenia, Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro) which are facing economic and social decline. They are motivated to find solutions for revitalising their towns and enhance the quality of life.

The project aims to increase **public involvement in decision-making of public property management and sustainable urban development**. Also it identifies concrete solutions to better utilize property and develops a long-term platform for public property management in medium and small European towns.

http://newideasforoldbuildings.eu/
Public property will be better managed
The project will identify concrete solutions to better utilize public property in partner cities.

Public will help decision-making
The project increases involvement of citizens in decision-making of public property management and sustainable urban development.

We connect mid-sized European towns
New Ideas for Old Buildings develops a long-term experience-based platform for public property management in medium and small European towns.

Partners and Funding

Co-funded by the Europe for Citizens Programme of the European Union
Do you need or have a new idea for an old building?

Representing a municipality, an NGO or an active citizen, you can join our project partnership. The strong partnership is important to establish a common understanding and trust. This means you will get more international contacts and possible project partners. Tell us about yourself and we’ll get in touch.

Visit http://newideasforoldbuildings.eu/